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Hermitian forms on link modules

M Farber*

Simple knots of odd dimensions ^ 5 comprise the class of knots admitting the
most transparent algebraic classification A knot I2q~1 c S2q + \ I being a homo-
topy sphère, îs simple if I bounds in S2q+l a (q - l)-connected mamfold Such
knots appear in algebraic geometry, where they descnbe isolated singulanties of
complex hypersurfaces [Ml] Simple knots were first studied by Kervaire [K],
différent classification schemes for them hâve been constructed by J Levine [Ll], H
Trotter [T] and C Kearton [Kl] Any simple knot détermines naturally a covenng
X -? X, X S2q ~~l — T, with the infinité cychc group acting on X as the group of
covenng transformations One associâtes with the knot the left A Z[t91~^-module

Hq(X), the Alexander module This module supports a non-degenerate Hermitian

form (the Blanchfield form)

where Q(t) îs the field of rational functions of t with coefficients in Q The theorem
of [T] and [Kl] states that the Alexander module together with the Blanchfield form
détermine the knot umquely Thus, vanous géométrie properties of simple knots
can be read off from the Alexander module and the Blanchfield form

A simple link îs a natural generahzation of a simple knot A hnk I2q~x a S2q + \
where I2q~l =Ixkj ul^ is the ordered disjoint union of fi submanifolds of
S2q+ \ each homeomorphic to S2q~ \ is called simple if each It bounds in S2q+1 a

(q — l)-connected mamfold Vl such that Vt is disjoint from V} for i #7 (For a more
invariant, but équivalent, définition see §6 Any simple hnk détermines naturally a

covenng % -+ X, X S2q +1 — T, with the free group F^ on /1 generators acting on

t as the group of covenng transformations One associâtes with the hnk the left

* The research was supportée by grant No 88-00114 from the United States—Israël Binational
Science Foundation (BSF), Jérusalem, Israël
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A Z[FJ-module Hq{X), a non-commutative generalization of the Alexander
module. This module supports a non-degenerate Hermitian forrn

where F Z[[xq,. xj] is the ring of formai power séries in non-commuting
variables xl9..., x^ and A i&amp;embedded in F via the Magnus embedding. The main
resuit of the présent paper is that the module Hq{X) together with the form [, ]

yield a complète System of invariants of simple (2q — l)-dimensional links, q &gt; 3.

The method we apply to prove this resuit consists of two main ingrédients: (1)
the stable homotopy réduction of the problem which has been performed in [F2];
(2) a detailed algebraic analysis of the structure of link modules and of ail possible
Hermitian forms on them, which is done in the présent paper.

Our plan is as follows. We first examine link modules assuming that the field Q
of rational numbers is taken as the coefficient ring. We prove that in this case any
link module contains a unique minimal lattice and this lattice détermines the whole
module. We show that any Hermitian form détermines and is determined by a unique
scalar form on the minimal lattice. In the case of knots (ju 1) the minimal lattice
coincides with the whole module and the scalar form reduces to the Milnor form [M].

In the intégral case the minimal lattice does not exist any more, but the scalar

form is defined on a principal submodule (cf. §4), which does not form a lattice in
gênerai. We analyze the structure of self-dual lattices lying in the principal submodule,

in similar fashion to [T]. In the last section we prove that each minimal Seifert
manifold V détermines a self-dual lattice which as an isometric structure is

isomorphic to the isometric structure of the embedding V c S2q+l.
A classification of simple links in terms of Seifert matrices has been obtained by

Liang [Li] (up to umbient isotopy) and by Kobelskii [K2] (up to PL isotopy). A
cobordism classification of simple links has been obtained by Cappell and Shaneson

[CS] in terms of their gênerai theory of homological surgery. A cobordism classification

in terms of Seifert matrices has been established by Mio [Mi] and Ko [Ko].
The relationship between r-group classification of [CS] and the Seifert matrix
approach was clarified by Ko in [Kol]. Another cobordism classification was

suggested by Duval [D]. Duval constructed a version of the Blanchfield form on the

homology module of the free covering and proved that the Witt group of such

forms is isomorphic to the group of link cobordisms.
Duval&apos;s version of the Blanchfield form takes values in Az/A9 where Az is P.

Cohn&apos;s localization of A with respect to a class of matrices. The version of the

Blanchfield form [,] we use hère was constructed in [F2]; we found it more
convenient for our purposes. One might guess that thèse two forms are in fact

équivalent.
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It is a pleasure to record my appréciation of the helpful suggestions made by
Drs. C. Kearton and S. Wilson. I must also thank the Department of Mathematics
of the University of Durham for the facilities they so generously provided for my
visit there.

§1. Lattices in Hnk modules

Fix an integer /* &gt; 0 and a subring kQ. Let F^ dénote the free group on fi
generators /,,..., /^ and let A k[F^\ be the group ring.

1.1. A left A -module M has the Sato property if Tor^ (k, M) 0 for ail q, where k
is regarded as a right A -module with trivial action via the augmentation map. As

was shown by Sato [S], this condition is équivalent to the following: the map

H times

given by (mu m^) h-? Zf= x (tt — l)mn ml e M is a bijection. In other words,
each m e M has unique représentation in the form

m £ (f, - l)mt.
i= i

Let us define &quot;dérivations&quot; ôt : M -»M, / 1,...,//, by

dt{m) =mn

where ml e M is the élément appearing in the above décomposition. Thus,

m Z (&apos;* ~ &quot;) d&apos;(w)&gt; m e M.
t i

If A e yl, then

where.3,(A) e yl is the Fox derivative with respect to /, [CF], and s(À) ek is the

augmentation.
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We can think of M as also having a left module structure over the ring
D k[dx,.. 0^] of polynomials of non-commuting variables du d^. Any
yl-homomorphism/: MX-*M2 between modules with the Sato property is also a

Z)-homomorphism. The converse is also true. Thus

Hom^ (M,, M2) HomD (M, M2).

1.2. The most important example of a module with the Sato property is the

following.
Let F k[[xx,.. jcJ] be the ring of formai power séries of non-commuting

variables xï9. 9x/A. The ring A may be embedded in F via the Magnus embedding
/, h-&gt; 1 + xt, t~l h-&gt; 1 - x, + x2x - x] -h • • •. Then F/A is a left A -module with the
Sato property. The dérivation dt : F/A -+F/A acts as cancellation of xt from the left
on monomials containing xt on the leftmost position, and sends to zéro ail other
monomials.

In fact, the above-mentioned rule defines an additive map dt: F -*F with the

property

y

where s(y) e k is the augmentation. dt maps A into itself and the restriction ôt \A

coincides with the Fox derivative d/dt, [CF].
Thèse remarks allow us to introduce a left D-module structure on F and A9

which will be used later.

1.3. A module oftype L is a left finitely generated A -module with the Sato property.
F/A is not a module of type L.
Modules of type L appear as homoloy of free coverings of boundary links [S],

cf. also §6.

We shall introduce now some more opérations in modules M with the Sato

property. If m e M then the équation

is équivalent to
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where dt: M -+M, i 1,. fi is defined by dt (m) —tldl {m). Define

nt (ni) -dXm) - ÔXm) (/, - 1) Ôt (m),

which will be called the /-th comportent of m. Then

m Te, (m) + - - • + n^(m), m e M,

n, o nl 7in

71, o ^ 0 for i ^j,

a, 3, ott,.

Let us also introduce an operator z : M -? M by

z _5l ^.

One can express ô, and 5&quot;, in terms of z and /cf :

dt ~znn

3, -Z7Z,,

where

z l -z :M-+M.

Thus, the whole structure is given by a décomposition of unity {71,}, ^, which
gives a splitting of M into a direct sum (over k)

and an endomorphism

z :
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1.4. Let M be a A -module of type L. A lattice in M is a A&gt;submodule A cz M
which:

(a) is invariant under 3,, 3&quot;,, / 1,...,//;
(b) générâtes M over /t;
(c) is finitely gênerated over k.

Condition (a) is équivalent to each of the following conditions (a&apos;), (a&quot;), (a&apos;&quot;):

(a&apos;) A is invariant under z and nt, i 1,. fi;
(a&quot;) A is invariant under dt and nl9 i 1,. ju;

(a&apos;&quot;) ^4 is invariant under dt and rc,, i 1, ...,/*.

1.5. LEMMA. (1) Each A-module M of type L contains a lattice; (2) If Ax and A2

are two lattices in M then Ax + A2 and A{nA2 are also lattices.

Proof of 1). Let mu ,mne M generate M over A. Then

A.

For sufficiently large iV ail the XktJ are contained in the k -submodule SN of A,
generated by ail monomials

/£1 te2 t£s
*UI«2 h

with

Sjv is closed under the Fox derivatives. Let A &apos; be the set of ail sums of the form

n

X Xtmn À, g SN.
i= i

Then A&apos; is invariant under 3,, générâtes M over &gt;1, and is finitely generated over k.

Let al9..., aq generate A&apos; over k. Consider the Â&gt;submodule A of M generated

by {ntaj}9 where i 1,..., ^,7 1,..., q. Then A is a lattice in M.

Proof of (2). Let Aï9 A2 cz M be two lattices. It is clear that Ax -h A2 is a lattice
and that ^! n^2 is invariant under dt and 5^ and is finitely generated over k. Hence
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we only hâve to prove that Axr\A2 générâtes M over A. This will follow from the

following observation.

1.6. LEMMA. Let M be a module of type L, A c M be a lattice, and B a M be a
subset. Then

An{tl-\)Bc=.A{AnB)\ (1)

l \B\ (2)

where the right-hand-side dénotes the submodule generated by AnB over A,
1 &lt; / &lt; p.

ProoJ of Lemma 1.6. If a e A r\(tt - \)B then a (tt- 1)6, b e B and
b ô,a e A nB, i.e. a e A(A nB). The second inclusion may be proved similarly.

Proof of Lemma 1.5 (continued). Let Al9A2be two lattices in M. From Lemma
1.6 we obtain by induction:

Aln(t,-l)(tJ-l)A2c:A(Aln(tJ-l)A2)ŒA(AlnA2)9

and similarly

^nW, - 1) • • • (ff; - l)A2 cz A(AxnA2),

for any i{, i2,. is e {1,. ju} and e, ±1, / 1, ...,$. Since the union of ail
sets of the form

is equal to M, it follows that

A y cz yl(^4j Hy42)

and so

A(AxnA2)=M.

1.7. Let y4 c 5 be two lattices. We will say that B is an elementary extension of A

of the first kind (respectively, of the second kind) if ntB n,A for ail but one index
i e {1,..., ju} and zB a A (resp. zB c ^).
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If A is a lattice and B xtA + A, C — xtA + A, then B r&gt; A is an elementary
extension of the fîrst kind and C =5 A is an elementary extension of the second kind.
Hère

1.8. PROPOSITION. Let M be a module of type L and A c M be a lattice. Then

there exists a séquence of lattices.

such that

oo

1 0

and At is an elementary extension of At_x for ail / 1, 2,....
Proof Let us define At inductively. If i =y(mod 2/z) with 0 &lt;&gt;j ^ [i put

If / =y(mod 2/i) with /* -h 1 &lt;j &lt; 2//, define

This gives the desired séquence Ax c= A2 c=

1.9. COROLLARY. 7/*^ a«rf B are two lattices in M then there is afinite séquence

of lattices A Co, C,,... ,CN B such that for each i 1, 2,.. N either Ct is an

elementary extension of Ct_x or else Ct_ x is an elementary extension of Ct.

Proof. First assume that B =&gt; A. Let Ao A c Ax c • • be a séquence of lattices
as in Proposition 1.8. Take Ct BnAr Then Ct B for sufficiently large 1, 1 ^ iV,

say, and C,,..., CN is the desired séquence.
In the gênerai case, we can construct a similar séquence of lattices joining A and

A + B; in the same way we hâve a séquence of lattices joining B and A 4- B.

Connecting the two séquences, we get the séquence of lattices joining A and B

having the desired properties.
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1.10. Assume that k Z and M is a module of type L. We will say that M is

periodic if there is an integer N e Z, N ^ 0 with NM 0. As follows, from Lemma
1.5.(1), this is équivalent to M Toi\sz M.

Any lattice of a periodic module of type L is finite and conversely, any module
of type L admitting a finite lattice is periodic.

1.11. THEOREM. Let M be a module of type L. Assume that either k Q or k Z
and M is periodic. Then M contains a minimal lattice A a M, which is the intersection

of ail lattices in M. A lattice A a M is the minimal lattice if and only if for any
fc 1,. ,/i

nkzA=nkA and nkzA=nkA

(where z 1 — z).

Proof The existence of a minimal lattice follows from Lemma 1.5(2). If A is the

minimal lattice and nkzA ^nkA for some k, define B, B czA, by

ntB ntA for i ^ k, i 1,.. fi,

nkB nkzA.

It is easy to check that B is a lattice with B c A, B / A which gives a contradiction.

Similarly, if nkzA ¥&quot;TtkA we can define B as

ntB ntA, i ^ k,

nkB nkzA

and obtain a contradiction.
Assume now that A is a lattice with nkzA =nkA, nkzA =nkA for ail

k 1,... 9 fi. If A contains another lattice B a A, B ^ A then it follows from
Proposition 1.8 that there exists a lattice C c M such that BaCczA.C^A and

A is an elementary extension of C. This means that

ntC 71,^4

for ail i 1,... ,n, i^k and

zA a C, or zA ci C.
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In the fïrst case we hâve nkC ^nkA and

nkzA &lt;^nkC c: nkA

which is a contradiction. The second case can be treated similarly.

1.12. Our main interest is ii&gt; the case k Z. A module of type L over Z does not
hâve to hâve a minimal lattice in gênerai. But the Proof of Theorem 1.11 shows that
the following is true:

1.13. COROLLARY. Let k c Q be an arbitrary subring. If A is a lattice in a
module M of type L and

nkzA 7tkA9 nkzA TtkA

for any k 1,.. fi then A coincides with the intersection of ail lattices in M.

1.14. REMARKS. 1. Consider minimal lattices in the case \i 1 (knots). Ifk Q
then any module M of type L coincides with its minimal lattice. It follows from the
fact that M is finitely generated over Q (cf. [M]) and from Theorem 1.11: the

conditions of the Theorem

are satisfied because in the case jx 1 one has

and both maps

are isomorphisms.
2. The same is true if /i 1, k =Z and M is periodic: in this case M also

coincides with its minimal lattice. The proof is rather similar; instead of the resuit of
Milnor [M] one may use a Lemma of Kervaire [K], ch. II, saying that under the

above assumptions M is finite.
3. If /à &gt; 1 and k Q then the minimal lattice A a M coincides with the whole

module if and only if M 0.
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Proof. A— M implies M is finitely generated over Q and now the Sato property

gives

ju(dimQ M) dim,Q M.

Thus,

dimQ M 0, M 0.

§2. The dual module

2.1. Since F/A is a yl — /l-bimodule, the group Hom^ (M; F/A) has a natural right
/l-module structure. We can transform it into a left A -module structure by using
the standard involution of A, ttv-+t~x. In other words, we shall consider

Hom^ (M, F/A) as a left A -module with

(tj)(m)=f(m)trl

for

/g Hom^ (M; F/A), me M, / 1,...,//.

2.2. PROPOSITION. If M is a module of type L then Hom^ (M, r/,4) w also of
type L.

For the proof we need a Lemma:

2.3. LEMMA. Each y e F can be uniquely represented in the form

y

where a(y) y(0) w the augmentation and xt dénotes the following power séries

x, ~xt + x\ - x] + • • • eF.
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If y belongs to A then y, e A, i 1,..., /i.

Proof There is a continuous involution~ : F -&gt;r with x, i-+ xn / 1,. /i.
It follows that the décomposition

M

y e(y) + £ y,*,, y, g T,
/= i

holds if and only if y, dt(y), cf. 1.2.

The involution~ maps A into itself and dt{A) &lt;^ A as well (&lt;9, coincides with the
Fox derivative on A). Thus yt g A if y e A.

2.4. Let us define 5, : T -* F by &lt;5, (y dt (y), yef. Then we hâve

y

and

for y9yl9y2eF9 i l,...,|i.
From Lemma 2.3 it follows that (5, correctly defines a map &lt;5; : F/A -+F/A. For

that is, ô, détermines a left yl-homomorphism F/A -&gt;F/A.

2.5. Proof of 2.2. Let feHomA(M; F/A) be a yi-homomorphism. The above
remarks imply that/ ôt of belongs to Hom^ (M; F/A) and clearly

/=! (&gt;,-!)/,

The uniqueness of this décomposition follows from 2.3, and this proves the Sato

property for Hom^ (M; F/A). To complète the proof we hâve to show that
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(M ; F/A) is finitely generated over A. This will follow from the next two
lemmas (cf. 2.8).

2.6. LEMMA. Let A a M be a lattice in a module M of type L, and B be a
A-module with the Sato property. Then any D-homomorphism A-+B can be uniquely
extended to a A-homomorphism M-*B. Thus, YLomA(M, B) =HomD(A; B). In
particular, two modules of type L are isomorphic if and only if they admit lattices
which are isomorphic as D-modules.

Proof Any A -homomorphism / : M -&gt; B is also a D-homomorphism (cf. 1.1)

and so its restriction to A is a D-homomorphism A -+B. \îf\A 0 then/= 0 (since
A générâtes M over A). Thus the map

(M; B) -? Hom^ {A ; B)

is injective. To prove that it is onto, consider the séquence of lattices

A Ao c Ax c A2 c • • -, kjA, M,

constructed in Proposition 1.8. We want to show that any D -homomorphism
gt:At-&gt;B can be extended to a D-homomorphism gt+l :At+]-*B; this would
complète the proof of the Lemma.

Assume that Al+Ï ^&gt; At is an elementary extension of the first kind. Define

by

V

xkgi(Skà)9 asA^
k= 1

Because dk(Ai+l) czAt, this formula defines gt+l correctly. If a e An then

g, + j(a) Zg, j xkg, (dka) Zg. x^ S^g,(a) g, (a); thus g, + is an extension of gr
To show that gt+l is a D-homomorphism, note that

(since dta e A,) and

f£ 1
gt (dfl) dt\ Y, xkgi (dkà) ôigt + (a).

U-i J
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One may use similar arguments when Al+} z&gt; At is an elementary extension of the
second kind.

2.7. LEMMA. Let A be a lattice in a module M of type L. Then the image of

\j/ : HomD (A ; T) -&gt; HomD (A, r/A)

générâtes Hom^ (A, F/A) over A.

REMARK. F is assumed to be supplied with the D -module structure intro-
duced in 1.2.

Proof Let f\A-*T\A be a Z&gt;-homomorphism. It is clear that / admits a

k-lifting g :A^T

r
V

A

A
r/A

For 1 1,...,// consider the map gt : A -» /l, g, (a) 5,g(a) — gid^), a g A. Let us

write

*,(*)= I n

where/^ : ^4 -&gt;A: is a A&gt;homomorphism and/^ is nonzero only for a finite number
of pairs (/, tu), i 1,...,//, tt e /y Let /^ : ^ -? F be the Z)-homomorphism

where a runs over ail multi-indices a (/,,...,/,), e {1,...,//} and
x« x,,x,2,..., jc,,, d* dlsd,s_r...,dir Define g : ^ ^T by
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where / runs over 1,2,...,^ and n e F^, the sum is in fact finite. g is a

A&gt;homomorphism. Let us show that h =g — g : A -*F is a D-homomorphism:

- g(dja) £ xTn(d« dja)xtn + £/i(a) • n -

lfi(a)n g, (a) Ôjg(a) - g(3,a).

The map g : A ^&gt;F is not a Z)-homomorphism in gênerai. But its réduction modulo
A, that is /: A -+F/A, f(a) g{d) mod A, is a D-homomorphism. From the
formula defining g it is clear that/belongs to yl(im (\p)), the A -submodule, generated

by im (^). On the other hand, /=/— fi, where ft : A -+F/A is the réduction of h

modulo A. The above remark shows that fi e im (i//) and thus

which proves the lemma.

2.8. Proof of 2.2 (conîinued). We hâve to show that Hom^ (M, F/A) is finitely
generated over A. By Lemma 2.6 we can identify Hom^ (M, F/A) with
HomD (^4; r/yl), where A is a lattice in M, and by virtue of Lemma 2.7 it is enough
to show that Hom^ (A ; F) is finitely generated over k. We will do this by showing
that

HomD (A ; F) « ,4 * Hom* (,4, A:)

as modules over A:. Let F:A-*F be a D-homomorphism. For a e A,
F(a) Z jca/a(a), where a runs over ail tuples (/,,..., i,) with

/,,..., is e {1,.. fi} and x* dénotes the monomial

XtlXl2
&apos; &apos; &apos;

X&apos;s

with the convention x* — 1.

For each multi-index a, /a : A -+k is a fc-linear map. Since F is a Z)-homomor-
phism, 5,F(a) ^(3^) and so

Â(dta) =fM(a).
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This formula shows that ail &amp;-homomorphisms fa can be expressed in terms of

for

a =(i!,...,i5).

Conversely, given a &amp;-homomorphism f&lt;t&gt;\A-+k we can define fa by the

previous formula and then construct F : A -?r as a D-homomorphism

Thus, the map F *-&gt;/# is a /r-isomorphism

Hom^ (A, r) « Hom* (^ ; k) ^ *.

This proves Proposition 2.2.

2.9. THEOREM. Assume that k Q. Lef M be a module of type L and let A a M
be its minimal lattice. Consider the following homomorphism

HomQ (A;Q)-&gt; HomD (A ; F/A) Hom^ (M; T//1),

wherefe A*, a e A, and a runs over ail multi-indices. Then (p is a monomorphism and
its image coincides with the minimal lattice of the dual module Hom^ (M; F/A).

For the proof we need two lemmas.

2.10. LEMMA. Let k Q and let X be a D-module which isfinitely generated over
k. Then Hom^ (X; A) 0 if and only if
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and for any k 1,. \i

Proof. Let Ao be a D-module with AQ k and ail dt:A0-+ Ao equal to zéro. For
each / e {1,.. fi} dénote by At a D-module with Aë k, 8j 0 for j # / and
d, -\.

The modules An £=0,1,...,// are isomorphic to D -submodules of A (Ao îs

isomorphic to the submodule generated by 1 e A and Ax for ie{l,...,/i} is

isomorphic to the submodule generated by t~l). Thus HomD(X; A) 0 implies
HomD (X; At) 0 for ail / g {0, 1,..., /i}.

The condition HomD (X; Ao) 0 means that each fc-linear map/: X -&gt;k with

/(^x)=0 for ail xeX and ;e{l,...,/i}, is zéro. This is équivalent to

The condition Hom^ (X, A,) 0 for / 1,.. fx implies that each &amp;-linear map

/: X-^/rsatisfying/^x) =0 for ail jc e Zandy g {1,...,//}, j # /and/(3,x) — x
(which is équivalent to/((l -f dt)x) 0) is the zéro map,/= 0. This is équivalent to

dt) \X-+X]=X.

Thus, HomD (X; A) 0 implies the above-mentioned conditions.
Suppose now that the above conditions are satisfied, that is HomD (X; A() — 0

for / 0, 1,.. fi. Consider the filtration 0 L_x c Lo a Ll c • • • of A u^o Ln
where L0 Qcz A and

L, Lt _ x + *,/,, _ i for / =y(mod 2//), i &lt;j &lt; /j,

Ll=Ll_v^- xJ_HLl_x for i =y(mod 2/i), ju -fl ^j ^ 2fi.

Then each L, is a Z)-submodule of A and Lt/Lt_ { is isomorphic to a finite direct
sum of several copies of some of Ao,. A^. If /: X-*A is a Z&gt;-homomorphism

then f(X) a LN for some TV and Hom (X; At) 0 implies f(X) &lt;^LN_X. Thus by
induction we get f(X) cL_,=0.

2.11. COROLLARY. Let k Q and A be the minimal lattice in a module M oftype
L. Then any D-homomorphism f&apos;.A^A vanishes on zA c A and takes values in

Q e A. More precisely,

HomD (A; A) HomQ (A/zA; Q) (A/zA)*.
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Proof Dénote by A&apos; a D-module with underlying set A&apos; A having the same
k-module structure and with operators dt \ A&apos;-*A&apos;, defined by

dt(à) —7ttza, a € A\ i 1,..., \i.

(Recall, that dta —znta in A). The map

z : A&apos;-+A9 a i—? zd,

is a Z)-homomorphism. Note that the module Af satisfies the properties of Lemma
2.10. Thus, if/: A -&gt;A is a D-homomorphism, then/(z^) =0. It follows that for
a e A and / 1,..., fi.

dlf(a)=f(dla)=f(-znta)=0

and so /(a) const eQc A.

Conversely, given a Q-homomorphism / : A -&gt;Q which is zéro on zA, one can
consider the composite

A _^-&gt; Q -^-&gt; A

as representing a Z)-homomorphism A-*A.

2.12. Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let us first show that ç&gt; is a monomorphism. If/e A*
belongs to ker (&lt;p) then

i= 1 a

belongs to yl for any a e A. Thus the map &lt;p,(f) • A-+T defined by

is a Z)-homomorphism (obviously) taking values in A a F. From 2.11 it follows
that f(ntzA) 0, that is f(n,A) 0 (since ntzA n^). This is true for ail
/ 1,... ,/* and so/=0.

Our next step will be to show that im (&lt;p) is invariant under z and 7tl5..., n^.
To do this we will introduce opérations

z, 7TJ,..., n : A*-^&gt;A*
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by

(z/)(a) =f(za)

(«/X«) =/(«,«)

for

/e ^4*. a e A, i 1,. n,

and will show that (p commutes with z and ji,, rc,,.

Compute

cp(zf){à) t l.x&apos;fizn.d&apos;aX - £ £ *«/(d. d&apos;à)*, (z&gt;(/))(a)
/ 1 a i 1 a

and also

vin/m i z ^a/(^^, ^«k=z ^aM 5a^=(*,&lt;?(/»(«)
i 1 a a

To prove that im (c^) is a lattice we hâve left to show that im (cp) générâtes
HomD (A; F/A) over A. By Lemma 2.7 it is enough to show that im (ç) contains
im {\j/\ where \j/ is the homomorphism of Lemma 2.7. Let F : A -+F/A belong to
im (\j/). Then by the arguments of the Proof of Theorem 2.2 (cf. 2.8) there exists a

Q-homomorphism g : A -&gt; Q such that

for ail a e A. It follows that

where feA*, f(a) -g(za) for aei
In order to show that im (&lt;p) is the minimal lattice we can check the conditions

of Theorem 1.11 for A*. Since

(nkzf)(a) =f(znka)
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for / 6 A *, a e A, the identity

nkzA* nkA*

is équivalent to the following statement: for each Q-homomorphism g : nkA -? Q
there exists a Q-homomorphism h : A -» Q such that the diagram

nkA

commutes. The last statement is équivalent to the fact that z\nkA is a monomor-
phism, which is in fact true: if a e nkA and za 0 then dta 0 for ail / 1,. jh

and a Zf Je, 3, (a) 0. The identity

nkzA* nkA*

follows similarly.
This proves the Theorem.

§3. Hermitian forms

In this section we consider modules of type L supplied with Hermitian forms
with values in F/A. Assuming that the ground ring k is Q, we show that such a

form defînes (and can be expressed in terms of) a unique scalar form defined on the

minimal lattice.
In the case of knots (fi 1) the minimal lattice coincides with the whole module

and the scalar form constructed hère reduces to the Milnor form [M].

3.1. Let M,, M2 be two modules of type L. Consider a Q-bilinear pairing

[, ] : M, x M2^r/A, (a, b) .-* [a, b] e T\A

with the properties:

(a) [Xa, b] À[a, b] for À e A, a e Mx, b e M2;
(b) [a, kb] [a, b]l;
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(c) [, ] is nondegenerate in the following sensé: for b e M2 let q&gt;b : M{ -+F/A be

the A-homomorphism defined by (pb(a) — [a, b]; then the map

M2 -? Hom,, (Àf, ; F /A), b\-*&lt;pb,

is an isomorphism. (Note, that (b) means that this map is a A -homomorphism).

In the case Mx M2 we will consider an additional property:
(d) [a, b] e[b, a] for a, b e M, e ± 1.

3.2. THEOREM. Let k Q a«d Mj, M2 be two modules of type L supplied with a

pairing

satisfying (a), (b), (c) of subsection 3.1. Then there exists a unique Q-bilinear map

(the scalar form), defined on the minimal lattices Ax c M,, A2 a M2 such that

(1) for a g Al9 b e A2

k *] Z Z *a&lt;da0,7r,*&gt;jcf (mod /l)
«= 1 a

where a rwwi1 o^r a// multi-indices a (/,,..., is) with i} e {1, \i\ and

(2) &lt;7r,a, b} {a, n^} for ail a e Aub e A29 i 1,. \i\
(3) &lt;za, 6&gt; &lt;a, zZ?&gt;, vv/z^r^ z 1 — z;
(4) &lt; &gt; is non-degenerate; i.e. the associated map A2-+Af HomQ (Ax\ Q) is

an isomorphism.
Conversely, given a scalar form with the above properties, the formula in (1)

defines a pairing Axx A2-+FjA which can be uniquely extended to a pairing
Mx x M2-+T/A satisfying (a), (b), (c) of3A.

Proof To define a pairing [, ] : M, x M2^T\A satisfying (a), (b), (c) of 3.1 is

équivalent to specifying a A -isomorphism
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and by Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 2.9 this is équivalent to specifying a Z)-isomor-

phism

which is the restriction of the above homomorphism to the minimal lattices and

represents the scalar form.

3.3. THEOREM. Let k Q and [, ] : M x M-+T/A be a pairing satisfying (a),
(b), (c) 0/3.1. The pairing [, ] satisfies (d) o/3.3 if and only if the scalar form &lt; &gt;

is — s) -symmetric :

for a, b e A.

Proof Consider the pairing

{&lt;*&gt; b) t I x*&lt;ô*a&gt; *.*&gt;*!&gt; a,beA.
/= 1 a

Let ôt : r -&gt; T dénote the map of 2.4. Then

Z x*(ô*a, nt d.byx, (from the first and the third term)
oc

-f Z Z x\daa9 nk dtb)xk (from the fourth term) — O, Ktb}
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From this one obtains by induction

^m ât2m &apos; &apos; àis{a&gt; M (û&apos; ^i ^&apos;2
&apos; &apos; &apos; àisb) — (a, nlx ôl2 • • • d,5&amp;&gt;

and

where e dénotes the augmentation F -? Q. Thus

(M. .&apos;,)

and

/= 1 a

Reducing the last formula modulo yl, we see that the scalar form
&lt; &gt;, : A x A -&gt;Q corresponding to

îs

and so our statement follows from Theorem 3.2.

§4. Quasi-minimal lattices

In this section we corne to our main goal and start the study of the structure of
modules of type L assuming that the ground ring k is Z.

We hâve to change our notation slightly. The symbols A, F, D will dénote the
rings introduced in 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, with k Z. For example A Z[FJ and so on. The
symbols QA, QF, QD will dénote similar rings where k Q.

A module of type L is now a left A -module with the Sato property.
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4.1. Let M be a module of type L. Then QM Q ®z M is a module of type L over
QA and by Theorem 1.11 there exists a unique minimal lattice QN a QM. Consider
the canonical map

n : M -&gt; QM

and define

We will call iV the principal submodule of M. It has the following properties:

(a) if m e M and nm e N for some ai g Z, « # 0, then m e N;
(b) iV is invariant under dt, nt : M -&gt;M, i \,. m
(c) N générâtes M over A

A lattice A in M will be called quasi-minimal if it has the following property: the

groups

nkA/nkzA, nkA/nkzA,

are finite for ail k 1,..., fi. From Theorem 1.11 it follows that any quasi-minimal
lattice A lies in N and the group N/A is Z-torsion. Conversely, any lattice A which
lies in N is quasi-minimal. The arguments at the beginning of the proof of Theorem
1.11 show that N always contains a quasi-minimal lattice.

If A and B are two quasi-minimal lattices with A a B then B/A is finite.
The following statements are designed to enable us to compute the principal

submodule and quasi-minimal lattices of the dual module Hom^ (M; F /A).

4.2. PROPOSITION. Let M be a module of type L with no Z-torsion and let N be

its principal submodule. Any Z-homomorphism f : N-+Q defines a D-homomorphism

&lt;p(f):N-+Qr/QA

(where

&lt;p(f)(a) =11 **/(*, d«a)xt (mod CM),
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for a g N, see th. 2.9) which has a unique extension {by Lemma 2.6)

The homomorphism cp(f) takes values in F/A a QF /QA if and only if there exists a

quasi-minimal lattice A cz N such that f(A) cz Z.

Proof Suppose that there exists a lattice A cz N with f(A) cZ. Then &lt;p(f)\A

takes values in F/A and by Lemma 2.6 cp(f)\A has a unique extension M-+F/A;
thus (p(f)(M) a F/A.

Conversely, suppose that ç(f) takes values in F/A cz QF/Q/1. Let B c= N be a

quasi-minimal lattice. For / 1,. ju and b e B define

Then &lt;^ is a D-homomorphism B -+F + QA. Consider the composite map

xjj, :B-^-*r + QA-&gt;r + QA/r =QA/A.

If b e B, the condition b e ker (^, is équivalent to

An, d*b) e Z

for any multi-index a (including a 0). It is clear that £eker(i^,) implies
dkb e ker (i/O and 7r^Z&gt; e ker (^,) for any /: 1,..., \i. Thus the subgroup

A= f] ker(^), AczB
i i

is invariant under dk and nk. Lemma 4.4 below applied to the map

g:B-+QA/A®QA/A®---®QA/A,
V

H times

where g(6) \\jx (b) ® i/f2(Z)) ® • • • ® ^^W, fc e B, shows that ^ générâtes M over A
Thus A is a lattice with f(A) cz Z.
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4.3. Let C be a D-module. We will say that C is a D-module of type 0 if dkC 0

for ail k l9. p. We will say that C is a D-module of type i (where

/e{l,2, ...,ju}) if dkC 0 for k*i,ke{l,...,fi} and (l+5;)C 0.

4.4. LEMMA. Lef M be a module of type L. Let Xa M be a D-submodule which

is finitely gênerated over Z and générâtes M over A. Let Y be a D-module having a

D-filtration

with the property that for each y 1,2,... there exists a number

i i(j) g {0, 1,. fi} such that YJ/YJ__l is a D-module of type i. Then the kernel

ofany D-homomorphism

générâtes M over A.

Proof It is sufficient to prove the Lemma under the assumption that Y is a

D-module of type /, for / g {0, 1,. fi}.
Let / 0. Then for any x e X ail dkx, k 1, 2,.. ju, belong to ker (g), and

Thus, x belongs to A(ker(g)), the A -submodule of M, generated by ker (g).
Suppose that i e {1,.. fi} and Y is a Z)-module of type i. For x e X, let

ak dkx for k ^ /, k g {1,.. fi} and a, x + dtx. Then a} g ker (g) for ail j and

* T! t (tk~\)ok,
k= 1

which proves that x e /l(ker (g)).

Thus,

in both cases.

From Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 2.9 we get:
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4.5. COROLLARY. Let M be a module of type L and let N c M be its principal
submodule. Then the homomorphism cp of Theorem 2.9 gives an identification of the

principal submodule of the dual module with the set D(N) of ail Z-homomorphisms

f : N -&gt; Q having the property that f(A) cz Z for some lattice A a N.

§5. Self-dual lattices

5.1. In this section we will consider a module M of type L (with the ground ring
k Z) supplied with a Hermitian pairing

[,] \M XM-+T/A

satisfying (a), (b), (c), (d) of 3.1.

Any such module M has no Z-torsion and we can consider it as embedded in

QM via the canonical map M -&gt; QM. From Theorem 3.2 we know that there exists

a unique scalar form

&lt; &gt; : TV x AT -? Q,

where N is the principal submodule of M, such that

k b] t Z x&quot;&lt;d&quot;a&gt; ^b&gt;^ (mod A)
/= 1 a

for a,beN.
The pairing [, ] : M x M -+F/A dermes a map

X :M-

where À(a)(b) [b, a], for a, b e M.
Since À is an isomorphism, it maps the principal submodule N of M isomorphi-

cally onto the principal submodule of Hom^ (M; F/A) which can be identifled with
£(A0 (cf. Corollary 4.5). This means that the scalar form &lt; &gt; has the following
property (additional to that of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3):

5.2. COROLLARY. Let &lt; &gt; : N x N -&gt;Q be the scalar form, corresponding to the

Hermitian form [, ]. Then 1) for each a e N there exists a lattice A a N such that
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&lt;&amp;, a)eZ for ail b e A ; (2) for any Z-homomorphism f:N-&gt;Q having the property
thatf(A) c Z where A is a quasi-minimal lattice, îhere exists unique a e N such that

for ail beN.

5.3. PROPOSITION. Let A a N be a subset. Define

A± {beN; (b, a) eZ,VaeA}.

If A is a lattice then A -1 is also a lattice.

Proof The formulas

&lt;zM&gt; &lt;Ma&gt;,

(ntb, a} (b, 7r,a&gt;

show that A x is invariant under z and nn i 1,.. \i and we hâve only to prove
that AL générâtes M over A. Let el9. en be a basis of ^4. By Corollary 5.2 for
each / 1,. n there exists a lattice B, a N with &lt;el9 2?, &gt; c Z, / 1,...,«. Then
the intersection

B=f]B,

is contained in A1 and by Lemma 1.5, B generated M over A.
This proves the statement.

5.4. It is clear that A a ALL. The reverse inclusion is also true. For if b 4 A then

there exists a functional / : TV -&gt; Q with/(^) c Z and/(6) £ Z. By 5.2 there exists

c e N with /(jc) &lt;jc, c} for ail jc e TV. Thus c e A1- and &lt;c, 6&gt; ^ Z which means

bÇA^. So

5.5. A quasi-minimal lattice A cz N will be called self-dual if A A±. Two self-dual

lattices y4 and 5 will be called adjacent if zA cz B or zB cz A.
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5.6. THEOREM Let M be a module of type L over the ring A Z[F^] Assume

that M is supphed with a non-degenerate Hermitian form

[,] MxM^T/A

satisfying (a), (b), (c), (d) of 3 1 Then

(1) there exists a self-dual lattice A c M,
(2) for any two self-dual lattices A, B a M there exists a finite séquence of

self^duai lattices

such that

C,=A, CS B

and lattices C, and Ct + x are adjacent for each i 1, s — 1

Proofof\\) Let X c JVbe an arbitrary quasi-minimal lattice Then Y XnXL
is also a lattice (by Proposition 5 3 and Lemma 1 5) and Y1- 3 X + X1- =&gt; F, that is
F1 F The group Y^j Y is fimte and so we will prove statement (1) of Theorem
5 6 by showing that if Y± ^ Y then there exists a lattice Z a N with Z-1 ^ Z and the

order of Z~7Z is smaller than the order of Y1/ Y Assume that Y± ï Y It follows
from Proposition 1 8 that there is an élément a e Y1-, a $ Y with a — nka for some

^e{l, [i\ and za e Y or za e Y In both cases let Z be the subgroup generated

by Y and a It is clear that Z is a lattice The identities

&lt;a, a} (za, a} + (a, za}

(a, b} (za, a&gt; + (a, za}

show that Z aZL Thus we hâve

and

ord(Z-L/Z)&lt;ord(F±/7)

Part (2) of Theorem 5 6 will follow from Lemma 5 10 below
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5.7. LEMMA. Let X c N be a quasi-minimal lattice with X ci X-1, ntX ntX1- for
i =£&amp;, i e {1,.. .,/*} and

Let A+ aXL be the set of ail éléments y e X1- with zy g X. Then A+ is a self-dual
lattice and any other self-dual lattice B with X a B cz XL is adjacent to A+.
Similarly, define A_ {y e Ar±; zy e X). Then A_ is a self-dual lattice adjacent to

any lattice B with X c B c X1.

Proof It is clear that A+ is a lattice. Let us show that A+ is self-dual. For

a{,a2e A+ we hâve

&lt;ûl9 a2} (za{,a2y + &lt;al9za2&gt; e Z.

Thus v4+ c i4 i. Suppose ^ g v4 i. For any j g A&quot;1^ the élément zy belongs to A +
and so

(za, y} (a, zy) e Z

which implies that za e X and ûe^+.
The inclusions

zA+czXczB

show that ,4+ and B are adjacent, where i? is any self-dual lattice with X a B a Ar±.

The second statement concerning A_ can be proved similarly.

5.8. LEMMA. Let X be a quasi-minimal lattice, X c N, with X a X1-. Then for any
two self-dual lattices A :=&gt; X and B =&gt; X, the order ofA/X is equal to the order ofBIX.
More precisely,

ord (A/X)2 ord (B/X)2 ord (XLjX).

Proof The scalar form &lt; &gt; defines a non-degenerate form

l:X±/XxX±/X-

and for any self-dual lattice A =&gt; X the subgroup A/X czX±/X coincides with its

own annihilator with respect to /. Now

follows.
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5.9. Let us define the distance between two self-dual lattices A, B as

d(A, B) ord (A/A nB)= ord (B/A nB).

We shall say that A and B are équivalent iff there exists a séquence of self-dual
lattices Cx,. Cs such that

CX=A, CS B

and lattices C, and C,+, are adjacent for each / 1,.. s — 1. Statement (2) of
Theorem 5.6 (which are are going to prove) says that any two self-dual lattices are
équivalent.

5.10. LEMMA. Let A and B be two self-dual lattices A ^ B. Then there exists a

self-dual lattice Ax which is équivalent to A and

d(Al9B)&lt;d(A9B).

Proof From Proposition 1.8 it follows that there is an élément beB with
b nkb for some k e {1,. /*}, b $ A nB and

zb e AnB or zb g A nB.

Let us consider the first possibility; the arguments in the case zb e A nB arc qui te
similar. Dénote by X the subgroup of N generated by A and b. It is clear that X is

a lattice and

AnBc:X±czAc:X,

TitX^ n.X for i t* k,

Dénote by Ax the set of ail y e X with zy e XL. By Lemma 5.7, Ax is a self-dual
lattice équivalent to A. Furthermore, AxnB contains AnB and b and thus

d(Al9 B) ord (B/Ax nB)&lt; ord (B/A nB)= d(A, B).

5.11. Lemma 5.10 obviously implies part (2) of Theorem 5.6.
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§6. The classification of simple links

In this section we apply the results of the previous algebraic study of modules
of type L to the géométrie problem of describing simple links up to ambient isotopy.
We will find a connection between minimal Seifert manifolds of a link and self-dual
lattices in the homology module of the corresponding free covering.

6.1. An n-dimensional fi-component link is an oriented smooth submanifold In of
S&quot; + 2, where I&quot; Z^u- • &apos;ulj is the ordered disjoint union of \i submanifolds of
5M + 2, each homeomorphic to Sn. I is a boundary link if there is an oriented smooth
submanifold Vn+l of Sn + 2, Vn+ l Ff+1u- • -u Vn^ l the disjoint union of the

submanifolds V&quot; + \ such that dVt I, (i 1,. n). If each V, is connected, we say
that V is a Seifert manifold for I.

6.2. Let In be a /i-component link in S&quot; + 29 and let X Sw + 2 - T(I) be the

complément of a tabular neighbourhood T(E) of I in Sn + 1. Fix a base point * e X;
for each / 1,. ju the meridian mt e n{(X, *) (an élément represented by a small

loop around Z, joined by a path to the base point) is defined up to conjugation.
A splitting [CS] is a homomorphism (which is defined up to conjugation)

S : n{(X, *) -?/r/4 onto the free group with fi generators /,,..., r^ and has the

following property: the image of the conjugacy class of the /-th meridian mt coincides

with the conjugacy class [/,] of tt e F^.
This notion does not dépend on the choice of the base point.
If I is a boundary link then each Seifert manifold V defines an obvious splitting

Sv\ if a is a loop in X which is in gênerai position with respect to F, then &lt;9V([a])

is a word in tu t^ obtained by writing down tEl&apos;(sl ± 1) for each intersection

p of a and V (where i is the number with p e F,na and e, is the local intersection
number of a and Vt at p) and then multiplying thèse words in order of their

appearance in a.

A theorem of Gutiérrez [G] states that any link admitting a splitting, is a

boundary link; cf also [Sm].

6.3. An tF-link [CS] (of dimension n multiplicity ju) is a pair (£, £7), where I is a link
(of dimension n multiplicity fi) and £f is a splitting for I. Two ^-links (Ix, £fx and

(Z2, e9^2) are équivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism h : S&quot;I + 2-&gt;Sw + 2, taking I&quot;,

onto r2, preserving orientations of Sn + 2 and Tv, v 1, 2, and mapping &lt;9^2 onto &lt;9^.

6.4. An #&quot;-link (£, «9*) is called r-simple (where r is an integer, r &gt; 1) if (a) «9^ is an

isomorphism jc, (X, *) -&gt; /^ ; (b) ?r, (Z, *) 0 for ail \&lt;i &lt;.r. We will consider every
as being ^-simple.
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Another theorem of Gutiérrez [G] states that any r-simple «-dimensional
^-link (£, Sf) admits a Seifert manifold V with each component r-connected and
Sf Sev, provided n ^ 4.

6.5. Let (I, Se) be an ^-link. Fix a particular epimorphism SeQ : nx(X, -&gt;i^ onto
Fp (the free group in tu t^) conjugate to Se. Consider the covering

corresponding to the kernel of SeQ; it has the group F^ acting on 2 as the group of
covering translations. The diffeomorphism type of X (considered as manifold
together with F^ -action) does not dépend on the choice of Se0 in Se. Thus, the

homology

Hk(X;Zl * l,2,...,/i

considered as left A Z^]-modules, are invariants of (r, Sf).
Sato has shown that thèse homology modules of the free covering are A -modules

of type L (cf. [S]).
A multiplicative structure on H^(X\ Z), which will now be described, cornes

from Poincaré duality. Let C be a chain complex of )C constructed by means of a

Morse function on X. The Poincaré duality isomorphism [M2]

is a A -isomorphism. Hère Hl(C; A) is a right A -module and the bar means that we

convert it into a left A -module using the standard involution

in A. It is clear that

for 2 &lt; / ^ «-f 1. On the other hand, it is shown in [F2] that the universal
coefficient spectral séquence gives a natural epimorphism

H&apos;(C; A)-^HomA (#,_,(*); r/A)

with kernel equal to the Z-torsion subgroup of Hl(C; A).
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Combining thèse facts we get pairings (Blanchfield forms)

[,]:Hp(X)xHq(X)-+r/A, p+q=n+\

with the following properties:

(1) [Xa, b] i[a, b] for a e HP(X), b e Hq{X\ X e A;
(2) [a,Xb]=[a9b]X;
(3) the associated map

H(,(X)-+HomA(Hp(2);r/A)

is a yl-isomorphism, provided Hq(X) has no Z-torsion.

6.6. Let (Z, 6^) be an «^-link of dimension n 2g — 1 which is (q — 1)-simple.
Then it follows from [F2], Th. 5.7 that Hq{X) has no Z-torsion. Thus, in this case

we hâve a non-degenerate pairing

The following theorem is the main resuit of the paper.

6.7. THEOREM. Let q^3. The A-module Hq(X) together with the pairing

[,]:HqXxHqX-+r/A.

provide a complète System of invariants for (q — 1)-simple (2q — \)-dimensional
&amp;-links. In other words, two (q — \)-simple (2q — \)-dimensional 3?-links are équivalent

iff there exists an isomorphism between corresponding modules HqX9 preserving
the pairing [, ].

The proof of this theorem will be based on Th. 4.7 of [F2] and Th. 5.6 of the

présent paper.

6.8. Recall some définitions from [F2].
An e-symmetric isometry structure of multiplicity fi is a tuple

(A, &lt; &gt;, z, 7r,,. nA
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where A is a finitely generated free abelian group, &lt; &gt; : A (g) A -+Z is an e-symmet-
ric bilinear form, and z, n{,.. nM

&apos;A -* A are endomorphisms of A satisfying

(i) &lt; &gt; is unimodular,
(ii) &lt;za, b) &lt;a, z6&gt; for a, b e A, where z dénotes \ — z : A -*A;
(iii) (n,a, b) (a, ntby,
(iv) 7r1 + 7r2 + - • - + 7C,, 1^ ;

(V) TE, o 7T, (^TE,.

6.9. Examples of isometry structures are of both an algebraic and a géométrie
nature.

Consider first a Z-torsion free module M of type L over the ring A Z[F^]
supplied with a non-degenerate (—e)-hermitian form

[,] :M XM-+T/A.

Then any self-dual lattice A in M is an isometric structure of multiplicity /*;
the form &lt; &gt; : A x A -» Z is the restriction of the scalar form corresponding to [, ]
(cf. §5) and z, 7rl5.. n^ are restrictions of the corresponding self-maps of M, cf.

§1.

6.10. We will say that an isometric structure A admits an embedding in a module M
of type L supplied with a non-degenerate hermitian form

[,] :M xM^T/A

if A is isomorphic as an isometry structure to a self-dual lattice in M.
If an isometry structure A admits embeddings in two A -modules (Mt9 [,],),

/ 1, 2 of type L, then there exists a /1-isomorphism f:Ml-+M2 preserving the
forms; this follows from Lemma 2.6 and from Theorem 3.2.

6.11. Isometry structures appear geometrically as homology modules of Seifert
surfaces of boundary links. Let Vn +1 Vx u • • • u V^ c Sn +2 be a Seifert manifold
with ôV In aSn + 2be a boundary link of multiplicity jx. Assume that n 2q — 1

and Hq{V) has no Z-torsion. Let

(,}:HJV)xHJV)-&gt;Z
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be the intersection form on V and let n, : Hq(V) -+Hq(V), / 1, ...,/*, be the

projector corresponding to the direct summand Hq(V,) a Hq(V). In the next
paragraph we will defîne an operator z : Hq(V) -+Hq(V) in such a way that

(Hq(V), &lt;, &gt;, Z, 7C|5. .,7^)

would be a —l^-symmetric isometric structure of multiplicity //.
Let F dénote the resuit of cutting the sphère Sn + 1 along V. Dénote by

/+, /_ &apos;. V -* Y maps given by small shifts in the directions of positive and négative
normals to V, respectively. Then the map i+m — /__„ : Hq(V) -+Hq(Y) is an isomor-
phism (cf. [FI], §1.1) and we define z(v) e Hq(V) for v e Hq(V) by

In 1.2 of [FI] it has been shown that the endomorphism z : Hq(V) -+Hq(V) satisfîes

(ii) of 6.8; the other properties of 6.8 are évident. Thus any Seifert manifold defines

an isometry structure (Hq(V), &lt; &gt;, z, tc,, nM) which will be denoted simply as

6.12. An isometric structure (A, { ,}, z,kx, ,71^) will be called minimal iff
znta 0 or zn^ 0 imply n,a 0, for a e A.

Any isometric structure admitting an embedding (cf. 6.10) in a module of type
L is minimal.

(Proof: if an isometric structure A is realized as a self-dual lattice in a module

M of type L supplied with a form [, ], then for a e A the condition znta 0 means
dta 0 and thus nta (/, - 1) dta 0).

We will see later in 7.1 that the converse is also true: any minimal isometry
structure can be embedded.

If V2q c S2g+ l is a Seifert manifold of a boundary link, then Hq(V) is minimal
iff the homomorphisms /+„, !_„ : Hq(V) -*Hq(Y) map each Hq(Vt) monomorphi-
cally, where V — Vx u • • • u V^.

Gutiérrez [G] has shown that any (q — l)-simple (Iq — l)-dimensional
boundary link admits a {q — l)-connected Seifert manifold V with minimal Hq{V).
We will say that a Seifert manifold V with thèse properties is minimal.

6.13. THEOREM. Let (E, S?), Z2q~ 1

^1 u• • • ul, c S2{f+ x be a (2q - \)-di-
mensional {q — 1) -simple &amp; -link. Let V be a minimal Seifert manifold of T, realizing
the splitting Sf {cf. 6.2). Let X be thefree covering of X — S2tf+l — Z, corresponding
to y (cf. 6.5) and let

[,]:HJX)xHJX)-+r/A
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be the Blanchfieldform. Then the isometry structure Hq{V) admits an embedding in

(//,(*);[,]).

We first show that this Theorem implies Theorem 6.7, the main theorem of this

paper.

6.14. Proof of Theorem 6.7. Assume that (In £ft\ i 1, 2 are two (q — l)-simple
(2q — l)-dimensional !F-links, having isomorphic Blanchfield forms (//^(A*,), [,],),
/ 1, 2. Dénote M Hq(Xx), [,]=[, ]i and fix an isomorphism

with

for a, b e Hq{X2).
Let Vn i 1, 2, be a minimal Seifert manifold of (Zl9 Sft),i=l, 2.

Dénote by A a M the image of an embedding of Hq(V{) in Hq(X{) M, which
exists by Theorem 6.13. Let B a M be the image under/of a self-dual lattice in

Hq(X2) isomorphic to Hq(V2). Thus, A and 5 are embedded as self-dual lattices in
M.

By Theorem 5.6 there exists a séquence Cl5 C2,. Cs of self-dual lattices in M
such that C, A, Cs B and C/? C,+ are adjacent for ail / 1,.. s — 1.

Considering Ct and Cl+l as isometry structures, (cf. 6.9) we see that they are

contiguous (cf. 4.6 of [F2]): if zCt ^Cl+l then zCl+[ c C, and one may define

ç : C, -&gt; C, + and ^ : C, + -? C, by q&gt;(a) z«, i^(ft) zb for a e Cn b g C, + x, satis-

fying the définition of contiguity in subsection 4.6 in [F2]. By Theorems 2.6 and 4.2

of [F2] there exists a séquence of minimal {q — l)-connected Seifert manifolds

WUW2-WS of (r,,y,) with:

(0 WX VX\

(ii) the isometry structure Hq(W,), determined by Wn is isomorphic to Cn
i 1,. s.

Thus, Ws is a Seifert manifold of {Ix, $f, having the same isometry structure as

K2, the Seifert manifold of (r2,^2). Now Theorem 4.7 of [F2] implies that
&lt;yx) and (Z2, ^2) are équivalent.

This complètes the proof.
As another corollary of Theorem 6.13 we shall prove:
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6.15. COROLLARY. The Blanchfield pairing

of a (Iq — \)-dimensional (q — 1)-simple link (I, y) is — l)q + l-hermitian:

for a,be Hq(X).

Proof. It foliows from Theorems 3.3 and 6.13.

6.16. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.13.

Let (Z, 6^) be a (2q — l)-dimensional «^-link of \x components and let
V Vx u • • • u V^ be its minimal Seifert manifold, realizing the splitting ^. Dénote
by X the complément S2q+l —E2q~l and by p : X-+X the free covering corre-
sponding to £f.

Consider the (Iq + l)-dimensional manifold Y obtained by cutting S2q+l — I
along V. The boundary of Y is the disjoint union of manifolds

dt Yvdï YKjdt YuÔ2 Fu- • -ud+ Yud~ Y,

where each component d* F, (e ±) is homeomorphic to Vt. There is also a natural
identification map \p : Y^S2q+l — Z2q~l which is a homeomorphism on int Y and

maps d,+ F and d~ Y homeomorphically on Vt. The internai normal on d+Y
corresponds under \j/ to the positive normal on Vt.

It is clear that the map ij/ : Y-+S2q+1 -1 X can be lifted into ^ and any
lifting \ji : 7 -» Z is an embedding with

U

One can find a lifting \p : Y-+X such that

[ for other g e Ffl9 g # 1.

We will identify Y with its image under \j/.
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Figure 1 The picture of % in the neighbourhood of Y

Figure 2 The picture of % m the neighbourhood of another lifting h Y of Y
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6.17. Let us show that the inclusion i : Y-+X induces a monomorphism
i+ : Hq(Y) ^Hq(X). Assuming the contrary, suppose that a is a cycle in Y bound-
ing a chain /? in X. Because of compactness, /? lies in a finite union

Consider the graph F^ of F^ ; vertices of F^ are labeled by éléments h e F^ and
each vertex h is joined by an edge with vertices htn ht~l, i 1,. fi. It is well
known that F^ is a tree.

Let T czF^ be the subgraph of FM spanned by gl9... ,gm (one of the g/s is
1 g F^). We may assume that T is connected and so T is also a tree. Thus there
exists a vertex glQ, glQ # 1 of T with only one edge of T incident to glQ. Let this edge

join gtQ with g} =glQtek, e ± 1, k e {1, ju}. The chain /? defines an élément of

m m

Since V is minimal, the boundary homomorphism

vanishes and thus j8 can be changed in a neighbourhood of glQ Y in such a way that
the new chain /?, lies in

l 1

and 3/?, a as well. Proceeding in this way, we will get a chain fis in Y with dfis a.

6.18. Let

f:Hq(V)-+Hq(î)

be the composite of i+.-i_m:Hq(V)-&gt;Hq(Y) and /„ : Hq(Y)-»Hq(î\ where

i: 7-»Z dénotes the inclusion. / is a monomorphism, since /+„, — /_„, is an
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isomorphism and /„, is a monomorphism. We can complète the proof of Theorem
6.11 by showing that

(i) f{nta) nj(a) for a e Hq(V\ /e{l a*};

(ii) f(za) zf(a) for a e Hq(V);
_

(iii) the image of/générâtes Hq(X) over A;
(iv) the Blanchfield form on im (/) is given by the formula

[f(a)J(b)] =tl x*&lt;d*a&gt; n.byx, (mod A),
/= 1 a

where d* dénotes ôh ôh _,
• • • dl{ for a =(/,,..., /,); cf. §3.

In fact, (i), (ii), (iii) would mean that im (/) is a lattice in Hq{X). Let us prove
that im(/) is quasiminimal (cf. 4.1), that is nkHq{V)lnkzHq(V) and nkHq(V)j
nkzHq(V) are fini te. If for instance, the first group is infinité then there exists an
élément a e %kHq(V\ a^O with (a, nkzHq V) 0. Then (za, Hq(V)} 0 and

a 0 (since V is minimal).
From (iv) and Theorem 3.2 it would now follow that im (/) is a self-dual lattice

isomorphic (as an isometry structure) to Hq(V).

6.19. Let us prove (i) and (ii) of 6.18. For a e Hq(V), a nxa + n2a + • • • + n^a
and each nta can be represented by a cycle in Vn the /-th component of V.

Since

we hâve

fin.a) i+[i+ (n.a) - i-{nta)]

(1 -tt)ij+(nta).

Thus,

fia) t /(*.&quot;) E (1 &quot; t,Ki+M.
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Now we can compute

zf(a) X U&apos;+ (nta) ***

Hère the définitions of nl and z (given in 1.3) hâve been used; in the last stage we
hâve used the identity

/+ (a) (i+ - /_ )(za)

which defines the operator z in Hq(V), cf. 6.11.

6.20. Let us prove (iii) of 6.18. Assume that a g Hq(X); we want to show that a can
be represented in the form

7=1

where g, e F^ and /?y c i^Hq(Y). Represent a by a cycle c in X. There are a finite
number of éléments gj e F^, j 1,..., N such that c lies in

7=1

Consider gj as vertices of the graph F^ of FM (cf. 6.17) and join gJ{ and gJ2 by an

edge if there is an edge joining gJt and gJ2 in F^. We shall get a graph T each

component of which is a tree. Thus, there is a vertex gJo in T which is incident to

only one edge of T. Let it be the edge joining gJo with gJotEk, e ± 1, k e {1,..., /*}.
The cycle c détermines an élément ol{ of

i /
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Now, since V is (q — 1)-connectée, o^ can be représentée by an absolute cycle of the

form gjocï9 with cv lying in F. Let px e Hq(Y) dénote the homology class of cx. It
follows that a — gJoP\ can be représentée! by a cycle lying in

\j8jY
7=1

and so we can obtain (iii) by induction.

6.21. Ail that remains to be proven is (iv) of 6.18; that is, we hâve to compute the

Blanchfield form on the image of Hq(Y).
Recall the définition of the Blanchfield form, cf. [F2].
Fix a triangulation of X and consider the corresponding equivariant triangulation

of X and the simplicial chain complex C+(X). Let X1 dénote the dual

triangulation of X and let Ct(%1) dénote the similar chain complex. C+(%) and

C+(Xl) are complices of free finitely generated left A -modules, where A Z[FM].
There is an intersection pairing, see [M2],

with the foliowing properties:

(i) bilinear over Z;
(ii)

for g g Fp, a e Cq+l(Xl), P e Cq(X). Consider the &quot;completed&quot; chain complex

where F Z[[xu xj] is the ring of formai power séries (the completion of A
with respect to the augmentation idéal). There is an intersection pairing

th similar properties.
Assume that cycles a e Cq(Xl) and P e Cq(X) represent classes [a], [p] e Hq(ï).

J was shown in §5 of [F2], the cycle a is a boundary in C&apos;+(XX) and if
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c e C&apos;q + i(Xl) is a chain with de a then the intersection c • fi g F, viewed module
A, is equal to the value of the Blanchfield form,

c-p [a9b]e r/A, a [a], b [j3] e Hq(X).

We are going now to construct some spécial chains in Y and in X in order to find
the précise form of the chain c e C&apos;q ¥ }(Xl) with de a.

6.22. LEMMA. Let

be the composite of ô : Hq+l(Y,dY) -&gt;Hq(dY) with the identifying map
*A* : Hq{dY) -&gt; Hq(V) (note that dY consists of two copies of V and \j/ sends each of
them homeomorphically onto V). Then

(1) A is an isomorphism;
(2) &lt;jc, (/++ - i_,)(jO&gt;y -&lt;A(x),y&gt;v

for x g Hq+i(Y, dY) and y e Hq(V), where &lt; &gt;r, &lt; }v dénote the intersection

forms in Y and V respectively.

Proof (1) follows from (2) and the above-mentioned fact that
/&apos;+„, — /_„, : Hq(V) -+Hq(Y) is an isomorphism.

To prove (2), note that i+(V) c dY, i_(K) c dY, the orientation of /_(F)
coïncides with the orientation of dY, and the orientation of i+ (V) is opposite to the

orientation of d Y. Thus,

where d +(x) and d~(x) dénote the corresponding parts of d(x), lying on /+ (V) and

respectively. Thèse formulas imply (2). This complètes the proof.

6.23. Identify Y with its image under i : Y -* %. Identify V with its image under

Vxd + Y ± X
Let y be a #-dimensional cycle in V and let n.zv be a cycle representing

7r,z[î;] e Hq(V), i 1,. jx. According to the définition of z (cf. 6.11), there exists

a (q H- l)-dimensional chain ct, in Y with 5ct? c^F such that

dcv /+(t0-(i+-i-.)(zi0.
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In other words, identifying /+ (v) with v, and i+ (zv) with zv we should identify
i_(zv) with

X lAnizv)
i i

and the equality above gives

dcv v -f Y, (h ~ 0&lt;X^)

or

dc^ 17 H- £ X, (TT^Zf

where xt /, — 1 g /l.

6.24. The chain cy is a cycle modulo ô Y and we obviously hâve

A([cv])=[v]eHq(Vl

where [cv] e Hq+l(Y,ôY) dénotes the corresponding homology class.

6.25. Assume that we are given a homology class a g Hq(V). For each multi-index
a (/j,. z&apos;5) and each number / g {1,..., /z} defîne

a;=7tljz7Clj_1z---7cIIziclae^(K)

and let a ^r-dimensional cycle vlx realize a^. Note that

00 71,0.

According to the construction of 6.23, for each multi-index a and for each

i g {1,.. ^} there is a (q + l)-dimensional chain c\ in /(y) c X with boundary
lying on i(ôY) a X such that

where ay (/,,..., i,,y) for a =(/,,..., i5).
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Dénote

where a runs over ail multi-indices a (/,,.. is), \&lt;x\=s, xa xlj5 xts. It is

clear that c is an infinité chain representing an élément of Cq + i(X]). Computing ôc

one gets

=Z
J--

La La ^ J l O. L\i La Lmi ^ &apos; l J fy
a i=1 a /=1;= 1

— Y XV1
/= 1

Since v^ represents the homology class a&apos;^ n^, the cycle

— y x vi

represents/(a) eHq(X), see 6.19.

If b g Hq(V) is another homology class represented by a cycle w then the

homology class f(b) g Hq(X) is represented by the cycle i+(w) —i_(w) lying in

/(F)c:JPand

^ &apos;

(&apos;+ (w) ~ /- (w)) mod yl,

see 6.21. Thus

[f(a)J(b)]=Y, t (-l)H+1^a&lt;[^La+1&gt;-&apos;-I|l
l

Z Z
a i= 1

¦Y ILa La
a t= 1

z (~
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(«1, ,«,)
5^ 1

]T jT xa(dcta,nlbyxl (mod/1).
a * 1

This proves formula (iv) in 6.18 and thus complètes the proof of Theorem 6.13.

§7. Some remarks

7.1. Any minimal isometry structure A of multiplicity \x admits an embedding {cf.
6.10) in a A Z[F^-module M of type L supplied with a non-degenerate form

[,] :M x M-+T/A.

Proof Assume A is e-symmetric and let q be an integer with — l)q e, q ^3.
By Theorem 4.7 of [F2] there exists a {q — 1)-simple //-component link

llq-x cS2?+1 and a {q - l)-connected Seifert manifold Kofi such that the
associated isometry structure

(cf. 6.11) is isomorphic to A. Let X be the free covering of the complément of I.
Consider the Blanchfield form

[,]://,(*) xHq(X)-+r/A.

By Theorem 6.13 the isometry structure Hq(V), which is isomorphic to A, admits
an embedding in Hq(X).

This complètes the proof.

7.2. Let q &gt; 3 be an integer. Any A T\F^-module M of type L supplied with a

non-degenerate — \)q+ x-hermitian form

M x M-*r/A

can be realized as the Blanchfield form

of a (q - \)-simple (2q - \)-dimensional n-component link I in S2*&quot; &apos;.
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Proof Let A &lt;= M be a self-dual lattice (cf 5 6) Consider A as an isometry
structure and reahze ît by a Seifert manifold of {q — 1)-simple /i-component hnk
Z2q-1 cz S2q+ l as m the previous remark 7 1 Now, A embeds both in M and in
Hq(%) and by 6 10 there exists a yl-isomorphism M -+Hq()t) preserving the forms
This complètes the proof

A similar reahzation theorem was proved by Duval [D]
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